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1. 

 

“What was this thing?” she whispered to herself in a hazy fog of lucid dreams and not so real 

life. 

“Where was I?” as if questioning herself would bring back the memories of that other place. 

Steam. Trains. Devils. Gods. Children…? 

This wasn‟t the time for sunken thoughts of impractical modes of transport and imagined deities. 

This wasn‟t the place for robust day dreams and analog visions of other Orders. 

This time was meant for now. Time had stopped for so long, that when it began again, mankind 

finally had a chance. 

A chance to free itself from its own slavery. From its own imagination and inevitable apathy. 

From the strange ways. From the affliction of stagnation.  

There had been nothing after everything. 

There had been electricity where once was steam. 

There had been forgetting before the Science. 

This is the order of things now. Only those that follow the Order relish in the charities of the 

Polynomial Device.  Charities needed in this day in age. The Polynomial Device supplied all to 

those that participated. For those that didn‟t. The Order didn‟t relish in supplemental compas-

sion.  

“Be Damned in Fires of Discord”. 

Isn‟t that what the Nominals say. What the Order maintains as health, wellness, and life. 

“Be Damned”. 

Sometimes that‟s all I hear. Over and over. As the auditory implants feed the lines through syn-

apse and dendrite, through blood and veins. “Be Damned in Fires of Discord”. It repeats like tiny 

ants slowly, quietly crawling through ear canals until the feast on what‟s left of human brain, 

logic, and free will. “Be Damned”. 

“What was this thing?” 

Whispered over and over, falling like snowflakes long ago covered in radiation and soot. 

“There was a time, I‟m sure of it”, memories flooding like continents of age, once surrounded by 

surreal beaches and breathtaking sunsets. Of simple farm houses with ponds frozen in winter.  

“Number 402, please report to Area 9”, the vibrate mode of these devices is relative to an electric 

current through the marrow.  

“Number 402, please report immediately”, the device shocked. Where was that damn switch to 

turn down, not off, never off. 

“402 onward”, she whispered to no one but heard none the less. 

This is how it began, although the ending had started long ago. This is where the fires of discord 

and trepidation fell victim to knowledge and power, where wealth controlled the knowledge and 

bled the Order of progress and survival. For nowhere did we think the past had the answers. The 

past race, species, which slowly found extinction waiting haplessly and suffered for not under-

standing the Device. It was once told there was a Holy Device that led the race to new heights 

but then dropped them down as fast as it realized its mistake. The ancient myths and parables 

follow countless stories of crafted men and women following the ways of Discord and perishing 

at the hands of the Device. They had been horrific times. Of false beliefs and scientific tragedies. 

Of independence and disbelief in the way of things. The Order saw fit to change it. To help man-

kind. The Polynomial Device ensured we would not perish the way the former had. We would 

not die, but oh, those that did not participate were practically killing themselves. A slow suicide 



of poor health, madness, and the uneducated brutality of all things mundane. Slowly but surely. 

Such is why we practiced the Order. Followed the Nominals into the Device‟s profession day 

after day. The electronic magnets buzzing and beeping in the substance of existence. One foot 

following the other. Day in. Day out. 

“There was a time, I‟m sure of it”, the last thought before entry into Area 9. 

Before light engulfed vision. 

Before burning wind erupted through vents. 

Before sanity was lost to unconsciousness. 

 

Onward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. 

 

The smoke had cleared a little. Just enough for the front line engineer to holler back, “It was a 

big‟en”.  

The tracks were cleared monthly, but thirty days brought many creatures far and wide, local and 

exotic, into the travel lanes of evolution. A random animal halting 120 tons of iron, steel, flesh 

and burning energy. One random beast intercepting progress and reducing all to mangled steel, 

twisted railcars, and torn flesh. This is how the whole thing stopped. Halted. Shut down. 

“Ay, what‟s it be Jimmy”, the rear engineer yelled back, as he scrambled over the splintered ca-

boose.  

“Dunno, big tho”, Jimmy yelled back, grabbing his bloodied leg and throwing it over the shat-

tered glass, wrought iron, and burning coal of the chassis. He glanced at the wreckage of the 

mangled cow catcher, the pilot useless against what it ran up against. 

“Ay”, the stupefied expression said it all. All around the derailed locomotive were broken 

gauges, pistons, and wheel sets. The blast pipe all but in ruins. It had looked like a peeled ba-

nana. Split open and curled from the top down. Burned on the edges. 

Jimmy yelled back at the stunned engineer, “George, any other alive?” 

George dazed in the carnage finally looked up at Jimmy who was hobbling down to the ground. 

No need for the stairs this time.  

“Nah,” George said as a matter of fact, as if derailments occurred most of the time. 

“Shame, real shame. Well, let‟s see whats‟ we had hit.” 

The time of mourning was later. In the middle of the desolate forest, this strip of track was the 

most dangerous in the townships the Order shipped to. Stranded engines had lost all their crew 

and loads to the woods many times over. The Order had built water troughs and extra oversized 

tenders to be utilized before going into the woods, to ensure no boiler would overheat as the fire 

stoked below generated the power needed to beat the 100 mile stretch of desolation.  The loss of 

life was reported to be too high. The reality is the Order was losing money, and lots of it. Life 

was not a commodity they cared for, profit continued to stoke the coals that burned the steam 

engines to point A to point B or whatever point had the biggest payout.  

George was finally able to pull himself back together and realize the dire situation he found him-

self in. The engine‟s fireman was located 20 feet from the side of the second car, which had held 

additional coal. His corpse had been beaten against the steel walls, coupling rods, and super-

heated steam. A valve gear pierced through his chest. His flesh had been melted off by the steam 

showing sinew, bone, and already rotting muscles. 

“Damn shame really”, this time George was the one to lament.  

“Whatha..”, Jimmy relished as the final steam coming from the engine exhausted itself into the 

cool, damp, musty forest breeze. Jimmy put his spectacles on to get a cleaner look. As the image 

became clear, Jimmy stopped in a coma stop. 

George stumbled over to where Jimmy was paralyzed. Eyes glazed over in horror and bewilder-

ment. 

George looked over the taller, sturdier Jimmy‟s shoulder, as his beady eyes peered at what they 

had hit.  

 

 

 

 



3. 

 

The blackness was overwhelming at times. But you get over it. Sort of. Like cave diving in 

spring. You hope the sun will shine. But it doesn‟t. You might feel glimmers of radiated heat 

floating through your clothes, but it‟s not sunshine. Sometimes the radiated cold will eat through 

the protective clothing on your hands, right through the gloves made from meshed lead and fi-

bers. Sometimes your hands would turn black. Sometimes you lost fingers. Limbs. 

And it happened that fast. And it all had stopped that fast. The End. The fires had been first to 

engulf us. The Holy Device had failed. The Order had promised it would work, it would save us; 

propel us to new Orders and experiences. In that, they had been right. New.  

Horrible.  

Horrendous.  

Miserable experiences. 

These times no man, woman, or child should see. There was no progress, no evolution, no re-

birth. This was death. The Holy Device had been lost in the fires of Discord, and no one seemed 

to care. For it had brought nothing but destruction. It had used the love and compassion and 

originality of mankind. It had sold us into believing we would overcome anything. That we were 

all equal in its path. We would all go onward together. It had lied and turned against us. It had 

brought forth rage and spite, jealousy and envy. We had reaped what we had sewn; we had 

started to die for the things that we owned. The Holy Device rained down fire and fever. The sick 

withered in shrieks of agony. The witnesses killed themselves just to forget. The survivors dug 

trenches in the firma to live, to block out the radiated poison of the sun, the soot, and frosted 

snowflakes of illuminating disease. This is how we ended up huddled in mud huts, yurts made of 

shit and dirt and piss and water. This wasn‟t the promised land of the Holy Device. The Order 

had drifted past us to focus on their new pets, their new Device. The new worshippers of pro-

gress. We were abandoned sheep waiting for a new way, an Infernal Device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. 

 

“Number 402, where did you receive this information?” 

“What, where..”, she muttered forth. Blind. Darkness encompassing her vision. 

“Number 402, where did you receive this information?” 

“I, I, don‟t know. Is this, is it real?” 

“Number 402, where did you receive this information?” 

Same question, yet she couldn‟t give another answer. They appeared to understand this and with 

incredible accuracy, they sent volts of electricity into her brain. The left side of her head pulsed 

with electric tentacles feeling through her cerebrum, searching. Then the right side ached with 

the pain of lightning. They were trying to put into words what she couldn‟t, what she wouldn‟t.  

“Number 402, where did you receive this information?” 

“I, I..”, she convulsed with the pulses being forced through her spinal cord, into her frontal lobe. 

Just tell them, she thought.  

“Yes, tell us”, it replied back, every thought read, analyzed.  

“I..” 

“Number 402, where did you receive this information?” 

“Onward to the Infernal Device”, she said as the convulsing stopped and she drifted to uncon-

sciousness again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. 

 

Jimmy started to laugh at the situation.  

“Jimmy?” 

The laughter became louder and more hysterical. 

“Uh, Jimmy?” 

The laughter began to sprout tears and soon became full fledge sobbing. Tears in the stature of a 

man like Jimmy made George uncomfortable and scared. He didn‟t understand what he was 

looking at. Didn‟t comprehend what had happened, but knew it wasn‟t good.  

“Jimmy, you „k?” 

Sobbing. Uncontrolled tears and snot erupted from Jimmy‟s eyes, nose, and mouth. George did-

n‟t know if he should put his arms around Jimmy like he did with his wife when she started to 

cry for no reason. So he did. He just stood there and held the big man for what seemed like an 

eternity. Until the trees began to block more and more light and the woods became darker and 

darker.  

“Um, Jimmy. I think we need to find shelter, it‟s getting dark”. 

Jimmy made the first sign of coming back to his senses, as he looked up at George. 

“It doesn‟t matter; it‟s all going to end”. 

No more tears. No more laughing. Jimmy was dead serious.  

“What we did. What has happened”, Jimmy said almost under his breath as if the Device itself 

was listening. 

“What Jimmy, What we do?” 

“The end of all times is upon us”, Jimmy exclaimed louder. He shouted at the trees, “Do you un-

derstand? Don‟t you know?” 

“Jimmy, calm down, you „bought scaring the scraps outta me.” 

Jimmy fell to the ground shaking like he had been hit with the plaque and fever.  

Jimmy began to howl and with a blackened tongue wailed out to George, to the forest, to the 

dead crew, and battered train, 

"Is this what you're waiting for, Is this what you wanted from me?” 

Jimmy shrieked with wails of those long dead. Eyes locked on the darkening sky.  

“Isn't it everything you wanted?" 

Jimmy fell silent. Just like that. 

George watched Jimmy in horror. The limited understanding George had, had been protecting 

him from the insanity Jimmy had fallen to. George wanted no part of it. Wanted the comfort of 

home and ale, lots of ale. It had all gone too far for him. The Order didn‟t let George in on this 

part of the profession.   

With all his wits gathered in a small vestibule in his head, George began to follow the rails 

northbound through the forest. Past the destruction of the train. Past gears and feathers and 

blood. Past his friend who lie motionless on the floor. For now, this was his journey. His life he 

needed to lead. But. His thoughts became engulfed to the image of the train‟s wreckage and the 

thing that had stopped the steam powered behemoth. His head wouldn‟t stop the thoughts. Rain-

bow colored lightning, cold pressurized steel. He thought things he didn‟t know, shouldn‟t know, 

he thought circuits and computers and radio waves. He saw images of clouds in the shape of 

mushrooms, but bigger, larger, and deadly. He saw people dying and burning. He saw children 

on play structures burned and forever frozen in death ash. This wasn‟t holy. 



He fell to his knees and sobbed liked Jimmy had. He saw destruction and what misery they had 

just caused. 

“I didn‟t want to know”, he cried, tears being mingled with dried blood on his cheeks.  

“But it is so”, said a voice of beauty, of grace. 

George looked up to see the light coming towards him. To see what the forest had deceived 

many man into believing. This had not been bad luck tonight on the tracks. George had been pre-

destined to create what was happening. It was his time. 

The twinkle of the voice in the light whispered, “Onward”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. 

 

In this wasteland, you never have a friend. It‟s you and you alone. Even family starts to look 

more and more far away from truth. This was cold. This was demise. This was after mankind. 

This was the End. We all knew it. Every camp we crossed, the inhabitants waited patiently for 

final damnation or the glorious rebirth brought forth from the Infernal Device. Citizens of mag-

nificent and prosperous times reduced to broken wenches and slave driving maniacs. The deni-

zens of these makeshift townships tried so hard to hold on the old ways of the Order. At all costs. 

Scattered throughout the burned and frosted lands, once healthy people peddled their radiated 

bodies for water, food, a way out. Some preached that Discord was the cause of suffering and 

that the Holy Device had not failed, that it was simply testing mankind. The tests continued for 

days after the paroxysm of the world. After fields of harvest lay burned and crisp and unable to 

bear any more seasons. After the once fertile women lay childless and humanity withered into a 

cess pool of old age and decrepit bodies. They all began to realize their faulty thinking. The Holy 

Device had failed. The Infernal Device was looming in the periphery of mankind. Those that did-

n‟t believe it perished in their own egos. That, and, death at the hands of the starved men wanting 

food at any cost. Cannibalistic parties began to overrun weaker camps. Eating, raping, and eating 

more. Nothing was spared. Nothing was left. It was sustainability at its root. Man became the 

natural resource. The labor, the domestic livestock, the food. Recycle, reduce, reuse. So green. 

This was progress? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. 

 

“Number 402?” 

A question, not a command. 

“Number 402, are you living?” 

Familiar voices, no ringing, no buzzing, no waves being force fed through ears. 

“I think she‟s dead”, the voice said. A mutter of echoes resounded. The rumblings around the 

voice were close. They weren‟t comprehensive. They were muddled and pitch shifted. Like dis-

torted music without a lullaby kiss. Harsh. Noisy.  

“Leave her”, another voice echoed almost deafening. The tone shocking almost as much as the 

implants, which were curiously quiet at the moment.  

“But what about the Device?” the first voice whispered in pained what-ifs? 

“It will be found” 

“It will be found”, the crowd echoed in a cat fight cacophony. 

“No, we need her”, the first voice shouted. The crowd grew sullen and quieted down.  

Silence 

Shout, she told herself. Yell, tell them you are alive. No words came out of what she thought was 

her body. No movement was felt in the limbs she once had control of.  

“Number 402, please”, the voice begged, like this was the final shot at achieving something. The 

final test.  

“NO”, the sudden flash of electric currents and arcs, the sudden heat of flame licked iron, the 

flash of atoms on skin on wood and earth. 

“NO””NO””NO””NO”” 

The shouting of men, of animals dying. The sound of life becoming cold and lost. 

“NO” 

The voice becoming louder and more angelic. 

“NO” 

The grace and horror. The beauty and hatred. The voice sang till breath bellowed through her 

parched and dead lips, “Onward”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. 

 

George woke up. Daylight breached the forest wall of darkness. How long had he laid there, 

tears soaked into his skin, piss cooling in his trousers? There had been others he thought. Ones 

from the Holy Device, or was it an Infernal Device. George couldn‟t recall but they had been 

there, showed him things. Things he couldn‟t recall. George shifted his body up so he could see 

where he was at, what had happened. His hands pressed into wet dirt and road. Into soft bubbling 

sticky tar. Into a stale secretion of other people‟s coagulating blood.  

“My Holy..”, he whispered. 

Rivers of blood formed beside the road and were slowly swelling. Full of mangled bodies, of hu-

man waste, of gallons of swill bled from those that perished. The lubricated limbs of those de-

ceased reaching out of the swelling tides, grasping for anything to hold on to against the current 

of the succiferous slop of body parts and entrails. Fingers long removed from their owners 

grasped at his legs, scratching, digging. Arms flailed like beached fish, attempting to spawn with 

leftover limbs, legs, thighs, a knuckle here, a knee cap there. Bone was protruding from a black 

and red sea of disgust, severed lips yawning screams that have long been unheard. All around 

him the roar of tidal waves and locomotives, the chugging of cog wheels and imminent floods. 

George recalled how the Order had contingency plans for attacks, fires, breakdowns. Where was 

the lesson on damnation? Where was the teaching of losing the Holy Device? There had been no 

manuals about this. There had been no sermons delegating duties in case of blood soaked rail-

ways. The lunacy of the situation began to creep up right below the brain stem. George began to 

mumble strange words, exotic words. The horror of what was occurring put him in a frenzy 

while some sort of twisted pleasure sedated his twitching body. Neurons and ions fired and syn-

aptic overload disinhibited George‟s only response he was capable of. George fell backwards to 

the lubed ground. But kept falling. Through rock and gravel. Through waves of putrid and in-

fected sputum. Through limbless torsos and severed heads gawking at him eyeless and rotted. 

Through and through, onward to the Infernal Device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. 

 

“Is this the end?” 

The little girl tugged on his coat, staring with already lost innocence in her eyes. 

“Is this the end?” 

“Maybe, thought it ended long ago but this…” his voice trailed off in unknown confusion. The 

little girl, one of the last of the young children, continued to pull at the bottom of his coat. “What 

is it?” The question not the question that someone her age asked. This was different. Because 

there was no answer. Not the answer that could calm a child‟s nightmare by blaming it on wind 

and trees. This couldn‟t be answered by small white lies of magic men giving presents to good 

children. This couldn‟t be explained. It was that simple. The honest truth was, it was the End. It 

was fire. It was snow. It was pestilence and peace. It was death. The ones that followed the Infer-

nal Deice had told of this. But they, even they, looked on in horror. The Device had foretold 

change. A new way of life. Where once the Holy Device told of fortune and love, the tales being 

poured out now by the Device‟s followers were warped and skewed. But correct? What was this 

new age that loomed where the sun was supposed to set? The Order had stopped all contact. The 

last survivors said that they were the cause of the suffering, that they could not perish. That they 

were the strange and evil. That the end had been orchestrated by the Order. For they would live 

on to the next life. And disregard mankind, at least the way it was now. 

And it seemed like they wouldn‟t have to wait much longer. 

The little girl‟s eyes stared at the horizon. Where reds and yellows mixed with blacks and pur-

ples. Where screams were heard being blown from winds high above. Where little flames of pain 

drifted down from the sky and slowly burned anything they touched.  

“Is this the end?” She asked seeking closure for the short and miserable life she had experienced. 

“That it be”, he whispered out of cracked and dry lips, but she heard none the less. 

“That it be.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. 

 

She came to with a scream. Shrill. Piercing. Her voice left hoarse from the exertion and lack of 

fluid. 

“The Device was damaged”, she said through dry lips and bleeding gums. 

“Why wasn‟t it corrected?” 

“The Device needed to be eliminated”, she said starring into blackness, not knowing if the ques-

tion was in her head or from someone she could not see. 

“Why was it destroyed?” the ethereal voice asked. 

“It had gone on too long, too far.” 

“What happened to it Number 402?” 

“Where am I?” 

“What happened Number 402?” 

“What happened to what?” thoughts already being forgotten like the faded remembrance of last 

night‟s dream.  

“Number 402, what happened to the Holy Device?” 

“There is no Holy Device. It was lost in the fires of Discord and left to die by the steam and the 

rails. Plundered and burned for its sins. The Polynomial Device saved us all. It was our salvation, 

reborn through progress. We are the Device. We are one. We are…” the last whispers of her 

voice faded as she dropped back harshly into unconsciousness.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11. 

 

Oh, the blood. 

So much blood. 

Fluid pouring through veins, spilling out arteries. Into the air, the sky, the ground.  

Falling. 

Falling. 

George didn‟t know what else there was besides the blood. All he saw was red, crimson stains of 

Man‟s last stand. George watched from afar although he was right there, beside the tortured bod-

ies of those that survived. He saw men on knees praying to the Holy Device as they were sepa-

rated from their skin, their muscles, their bones. He saw men curse the Device only to be lique-

fied into primordial ooze blended in with the vomit and excrement of those perishing beside 

them.  

George didn‟t know how he was in the cloud that brought forth this death, this torture. He just 

knew he was there. And he didn‟t want to be. Every time the cloud thundered, it burned, electri-

fied, melted, his former race. They all died. George howled in pain and bled fire out his eyes. 

The fire dripped down his cheeks, branding long strips in his skin. The fire dripping from ren-

dered flesh. Falling on his fellow man, waiting in helpless abandonment for the sweet hereafter. 

Only to realize death didn‟t follow the stories that had been shared from generation to genera-

tion.  

“Oh the blood,” moaned George from the burning fog creeping over the last of those that lived. 

“It all must begin again…” George muttered as flames shot from his eyes, pupils burning, his 

hefty jowls boiling into adipocere.  

“We are one”, the last words from lips being parted from their owner as his skin was being fried 

crisp and whisping away in the ash of desolation. With that George knew nothing else. Nothing 

else till he opened his eyes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12. 

 

The end was different than he thought. A cloud, a little girl, and, well, not much pain, yet. He 

thought he should run, scream, hide. But. He didn‟t. He was at peace. There was no escaping. He 

saw clouds. He heard screams and thunder. He saw the molten rain falling from the sky. Falling 

and burning everything it touched. Yet, he stood there. The little girl at his side. She didn‟t wan-

der or run. She stood there, side by side with a stranger, waiting for death.  

“We are one.” 

The echoes of the dying were floating in the toxic air and the burning rain.  

We are one, he thought to himself. Nice. Pleasant thought. He gripped the girl‟s hand tighter. He 

looked down at the little girl who moments before had witnessed her family torn apart by heated 

winds stripping the marrow from their bones before their skin could even slough off.  

Where once the girl had been sublime and calm, she started to shake and quiver. Her cobalt blue 

eyes rolled back to show the snow white sclera being peppered with red dots and vessels explod-

ing.  

“We can not live like this”, she whispered, held in her catatonic state. 

“We need to move on”. The snow of her eyes becoming liquid rose. 

“This is only the beginning. This is a time of change. We are no longer needed in this state. The 

Order has sent another Device. It is time for a new way. We must evolve. We must change. We 

must..”, her eyes exploded into little fountains of blood and electricity. Her body shook, then 

stopped. 

We need to move on.  

He thought it was time to do so. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



13. 

 

“Mom, wake up. It‟s late. We‟re all hungry”. 

“What? What time is it?” 

“It‟s dinner time,” the little girl whined. 

She looked over at the clock from the cold comfort of the bed. With blurry vision, the clock 

faded from side to side.  

“Mom!?” 

“Wait a minute!” she exclaimed. Where was she, what time was it. 

She grabbed the clock beside her bed, holding it still and close to her eyes. 

4:02 blinked at her. 4:02. 4:02: 4:02. 4:02: 4:03. 

“Ok, ok, I‟m up,” she told the girl, who excitingly ran out the room shouting dinner was ready. 

“Where am I?” she pondered. She looked around the country bedroom. Whose quilts were 

draped over the bed frame? Why were the vases on the shelves filled with dying roses?  

“MOM!” 

The sound resonating through the room from somewhere down the hall. 

“I‟ll be right there!” she shouted, still unsure if she really would be right there or not or even 

where right there was.  

She stood up and realized she must have been asleep for a long time. Her legs felt like rubber and 

her hands were numb. She clumsily stumbled towards the curtained window. The elegant yellow 

drapery looked old and expensive. She didn‟t remember buying it. She limped towards the win-

dow with numb legs and  fell into the curtain, ripping it from the rod it hung on. She fell to the 

floor with a hard thud and grasped her knee in pain. 

“Aah”, she screamed, grasping at where she hurt. Blood was pouring from a gash in her knee. 

She had fallen onto a rustic looking ice skate lingering besides the bench beside the window.  

“I don‟t ice skate!” she screamed. 

The little girl came running into her room, “Mom, yes you do, all the time, with me. Well used to 

anyway,” and with that the little girl did a pirouette and started to spin on the waxed hardwood of 

the floor.   

“No, I don‟t, didn‟t” the tears began. “Where am I?” 

“Your home Mom. You live here. What‟s wrong?” the little girl began to cry. 

“No, no, honey, it‟s all okay, come here”, she positioned herself as to kneel and completely 

avoid the still bleeding knee. The girl began to run towards her. Before the little girl got close 

enough to wrap her arms around her,  she got to the level were her eyes could reach the edge of 

the window. She looked out to the yard. 

“Oh no…”, she whispered and the little girl froze mid-run.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



14. 

 

“Number 402, please report to Area 9”, George spoke into the microphone. 

“Number 402, please report immediately”, George spoke with more volume and pressed the red 

button on the side of the microphone. 

He heard the quiver of her flesh shake as the electric current went through her. 

“402 onward,” she replied. 

She was coming to Area 9. She had been marked by the Nominals. She had spoke of trains and 

gods. She spoke of other things out of place in this day and age. She had turned the eyes of the 

Order on her. She had known things we should not know. The Order saw to this dilemma. They 

would regulate this knowledge. She would need to confess as to its origin. The Device needed to 

know. George shook his head as if to clear his thoughts. He knew Number 402. George could 

swear he knew her. Yet, he couldn‟t remember how. He reviewed in his head his daily routine. 

His routine that never changed from day to day. He could not think of a time were she would 

have crossed his path. He thought about the morning commute to the Church before employment 

began. He thought of those that sat beside him giving their tithes to the Polynomial Device. His 

thoughts veered to being protected from the fires of discord and trepidation. He thought how 

lucky he was being with the Polynomial Device and how the Device allowed him to be part of it. 

He started to drift into deeper thought when an electric thought ripped through his cortex, 

“Number 108, is the task completed?” 

George answered diligently, “The task is on its way.” 

“Number 108, you will be honored by the Polynomial Device.” 

“Honored for what?” he thought and received a stirring jolt for inquisitiveness. 

“Thank you. 108 Onward”, he said in immediate reply and thought correction. 
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The end hurt. A lot. Where it had been serene, now was pain. The pain of flesh being ripped 

from your body. It was, well, excruciating, unbearable. But it happened. But in the midst of the 

anguish, the horror opened into something new. 

This wasn‟t what they predicted. This was, well, pleasant after the hurt.  

He shuddered at the latest revelations. He thought he had already been torched by the Infernal 

Device. Discarded by the Holy Device. But he was still there. Skinless. Muscles exposed to the 

gritty wind of the coming plaques that the end brought. He continued to live. He felt no pain but 

knew he should. He felt nothing. He glimpsed others withering into the end of eternity. He ques-

tioned why he didn‟t follow their destruction. He shouted with no words. He waved his arms, 

tendons dripping blood and fluids, still he felt no pain. Until he closed his eyes. Then it began. 

The slow creep of infection and disease on exposed flesh starting to chew and rot. The exposed 

offal starting to fail and give way to nature. Insects beginning to feed and nest. Blackness began 

to swarm his vision until he left this world.  

Until, blackness awoke him in harsh noise and humid touch. 

“I think she‟s dead”, a voice said. Others resounded in her demise.  

“Leave her,” another said.  

“But what about the Device?” He shouted still not sure where he was but standing in garbled 

black robes. Standing, healed, his skin feeling the rustic scratch of the robes he wore. 

“It will be found” 

“It will be found”, all in the room spoke. 

“No, we need her”, he said, not sure why she was needed but only knew she could help him. 

 “Number 402, please”, he spoke with compassion and uncertainty. How did he know her, he 

thought. 

She started to shudder. He grabbed for the nearest person to help but all had gone. She shook. He 

watched. He knew he needed her to explain his existence.  
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Her eyes stopped on the outside of the quaint little farm home she found herself in. She expected 

ponds where she was informed by her little girl, she skated. She expected pastures where animals 

were bred for food and play.  

She saw none of this. She looked out at burned forests and volcanic ash. She saw skeletons of 

humans and other animals unfortunate to be outside when the End came. The sky was grey with 

destruction and the sun appeared to have died long ago.  

“How can this be?” 

“It is as it always has been”, the little girl said to her Mom. “It is as it started.” 

“What?” 

“The trains used to run through the fields, the cattle avoided the rails. Remember? It has been 

like this for many, many, days Mom, what is wrong with you?” 

Visions of steam powered locomotives pressed against the back of her eyes, the palms of her 

hands rubbed her forehead, trying to grasp what had happened. 

“Mom?” 

“Number 402?” 

“Mom?” 

“Number 402?” The voice echoing in her head. 

“Number 402. Where are you?” 
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He glanced at the emptiness around him.  

“Why?” 

He asked her, still shaking. 

“Why?” 

She didn‟t respond. He shook her. Grasped her shoulders from where she laid. And he shook her.  

“Stop”, a voice spoke with authority. So he stopped, sweating from exertion, and need. 

She came too with a scream.  

“The Device was damaged”, she said. 

“Why wasn‟t it corrected?” the other voice spoke. 

“The Device needed to be eliminated”, she said staring at no one although he was right next to 

her, holding her hand. Her fierce blue eyes glowing even though the room had little light. 

“Why was it destroyed?” the ethereal voice asked. 

“It had gone on too long, too far. We needed to change, evolve. We were slowly dying.” 

“What happened to it Number 402?” He shouted at her. 

“Where am I?” She sobbed.  

He fell to his knees wondering why he would do this. Who was this woman he was scolding? 

He stood up with a defiant stance and ready to denounce the Order. As soon as the thought 

crossed his mind and reached his cortex, he received multiple shocks in his implant as he fell to 

his knees in pain. 

“What happened Number 402?” the embodied voice spoke.  

“What happened to what?” she questioned to the open air. 

“Number 402, what happened to the Holy Device?” 

“There is no Holy Device. It was lost in the fires of Discord and left to die by the steam and the 

rails. Plundered and burned for its sins. Sacrificed for the coming times. The Polynomial Device 

saved us all. It was our salvation, reborn through progress. We are the Device. We are One. We 

are…” the last whispers of her voice faded as she dropped back harshly into unconsciousness.  

Number 108 placed both his meaty hands on Number 402‟s shoulders.  

“What ever happened to the Holy Device, I am not responsible”, it wasn‟t a question. Number 

108 continued to justify his intentions to the unconscious woman.  

“It wasn‟t my fault”, Number 108 fell to his knees, and started to cry uncontrollably.   

The other in the room spoke, “It wasn‟t our fault Number 108”. 

“Who…” 

The other voice quivered and started to weep. George found all this very familiar. He knew the 

voice that had questioned Number 402.  

A dark figure moved into George‟s field of vision. A large man stepped in front of the florescent 

light and blocked it from reaching his eyes. 

“The end of all times is upon us”, the large man said. “Do you understand? Don‟t you know? Is 

this what you're waiting for?” The large man asked 

“Jimmy?” George questioned, not knowing why he knew this name. 

“Is this what you wanted from me?” 

The stranger shouted and wailed as if every implant was being fired at the same time. George 

knew this because he had switched them on many times before for others who had disobeyed the 

Nominals before.  

“Isn't it everything you wanted?” the Jimmy imposter shouted. 



Jimmy fell silent. Just like that. Again.  

“Jimmy?”  

“Number 108, what is your status”, the ringing in his head throbbed. 

“I don‟t know the answers, Number 402 would not speak of such things,” George whispered to 

the air. 

“Number 108, please report immediately to Area 9”.  

“Area 9?” He questioned. He knew what went on there. He worked the circuit boards many 

times. He had separated true believers from non-believers on a routine basis. He knew the out-

come of Area 9. He knew where Number 402 would be sent next. He knew she would be excom-

municated from the Polynomial Device‟s protection. Into the Outside. The place where all was 

nothing and nothing was expected.  

“Number 108, please report to Area 9.” 

“108 onward.” 

George left Number 402 alone next to the silent and still Jimmy. Knew she would be moved on-

ward herself. Past the stained glass windows adorning the Churches, past those equal in the De-

vice‟s design. She would be sent out into the acidic rain, the feral wastelands. He saw Jimmy 

move and pick up the limp body of Number 402. Watched him carry her outside of the room, 

into the world of Discord and the Damned. Number 108 began the long walk to Area 9. He 

glanced around to see if Jimmy was gone but saw something more curious than the familiar face 

of the large man. He saw Jimmy go inside an abandoned building on the outskirts of the town. 

Go into it, against the Nominal excommunication protocol. But George didn‟t question it any 

further as he began to feel the slow spark of electricity buzz at his insides. 

 

Onward. 
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He waited for many hours. In the cold dark room of the abandoned building, far from where they 

had questioned the girl originally. She continued to lay there silent as if in sleep, all would be 

healed. He didn‟t go for help. He thought that once he left the girl‟s side, she would be lost, or 

rather, he would be lost, not knowing or understanding why they were there. He knew he would 

be punished by the Nominals for disobeying their wishes. Who was Number 402? Just a number. 

But one he knew. Number 108? Just a number. But one he knew also. Numbers that meant abso-

lutely nothing to him but had mysteriously integrated into his life to where he could not move. 

He couldn‟t leave her side. Could not go away from Number 402. He felt his spectacles in his 

pocket and put them on, wondering if their truth would shed more light on what was happening. 

He wanted the answers she had. Wanted to know them, her. Wanted to hold her hand in his. He 

wanted to tell her stories of magic and imagination. Wanted to tell her they were all one. His 

glasses only made him focus on the inevitable.  

In the dark, he felt himself questioning the years of his life. They all felt ambiguous and far 

away. He had troubles remembering what he did the day prior but oddly remembered sunlight 

and snowflakes. He remembered sleeping outdoors and in yurts. He also remembered sorrow and 

pain. He remembered trains and death. He remembered a little girl. And blue eyes turning red. 

“Why!” Number 402 shouted. 

“Number 402? Why what?” Jimmy called out to her. 

“Why did we die?” her voice trailed off into an echo where die reverberated in his head. 

Why did we die? Her question to him or to all. Did the Nominals know? Is this why they had 

sent her here. Why that had demanded the interrogation? Why they had shunned her. He contin-

ued to stand beside her and think. Something he had not done in so long. He remembered when 

thinking hurt and wondered what happened to make it stop. He thought of the world outside the 

room he currently occupied. He thought of going to employment after Church. He thought of the 

Polynomial Device and its shared knowledge. He thought of those opposed to the Order. Op-

posed to the Nominals. Was he opposed? He thought how he made a slight detour disposing of 

her body to the Outer Lands. How he had brought her to the protected area, where the Nominals 

had no control.  

“What happened to the non-believers?” he questioned out loud. His voice echoing in the empty 

room. “What did happen?” he asked, this time lower, out of fear, out of curiosity.  

No answer came for several minutes. Then a loud booming exploded from somewhere outside of 

his confines. He tensed up, he needed to be there with Number 402, but the booming continued, 

slowly being interrupted with screams and wafts of burning hair and meat. Boom, boom, boom. 

Wail, shriek, scream. All this seemed so familiar. All seemed so routine. Boom, shriek, burn. It 

was then Number 402 opened her eyes and spoke. In the softest of whisper, barely audible above 

the increasing cries of those on the outside. 

“What once was that powered time, now remains the future of mankind. All the internal and 

creative fires that burn inside our heads will slowly eat away at the foundation of humanity. The 

Order will not allow it. The Order has changed and recreated this Earth many times. We are the 

product of society and its makers. We are all doomed to die and be reborn again and again 

and…” Number 402 fell silent as a loud explosion shook the dark room and a large portion of the 

roof collapsed upon her body.  



He fell backwards as cement and dust forced him to stop breathing for a minute. He closed his 

eyes and put his hands over his head, as if to stop heaven from falling down on his fragile skull. 

“Number 402!” He screamed at the body buried in the rubble, “Not again!” 
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“And again”, she said to the little girl. The little girl jumped to her feet where she had been 

kneeling next to her Mom. 

“Huh?” 

“Oh honey, no, I mean, what happened?” 

“You fell after hurting your knee. Started talking weird. About something called a God and a 

Devil fighting”, she curled her hands in make shift fists and started to clumsily shadow box. 

“Then you started to talk about school stuff. About Math and Science and saving the lives of eve-

ryone left out there”, she pointed to the window and to the desolate outside as she laughed, “It 

was kinda funny Mom. Cause you don‟t know much about those things”, with that she started to 

giggle uncontrollably. When she noticed her Mother looking at her with a flat expression she 

quenched her giggles, “You even yelled at the Infernal Device. Did you forget how it helped us? 

Can we have dinner yet? I‟m starving.” 

“Yes, as soon as I clean up”, she said, trying to bring herself to her knees. Gods and Devils? The 

Infernal Device?  The little girl ran out of the room, imitating her Mother‟s voice, “Do you 

homework, I will save you,” she continued to giggle down the hall. 

What once was that powered time? She thought of this as she grabbed a white cloth and placed it 

to her still bleeding knee. Why was this absurd thought stuck in her head? Power? Time? She 

thought of the fire in the hearth. Boiling water and cooking the game once caught in the now fro-

zen and dead woods. She thought of how it provided warmth, nourishment, life. What had hap-

pened, she thought to herself. Where was the Infernal Device? What had happened to the Holy 

Device? What was this Polynomial Device she kept thinking about? And how would Math and 

Science help save the others, probably long dead. The world had died and forgotten so long ago. 

She started to chuckle, “I really don‟t know much about things,” she said out loud, now laughing 

like the little girl had. Walking towards the kitchen, she thought everything might turn out all 

right. 

She passed the bay window and stopped to wonder about the future of her family. She saw the 

cold fog creep over the bodies the Infernal Device took. Knew they had been saved for some-

thing better. She put her left hand on the window pane as if touching it would bring the answers 

she was left with. Nothing came, except the cold of the radiated air outside. She saw no move-

ment except dead air blowing over silt and ash. Causing little whirlwinds of human and animal 

remains to swirl in their final death dance.  

She walked towards the kitchen to see what she was going to make for the little girl and her fam-

ily. She couldn‟t remember what they had for food now that all had wasted away when the End 

came. She walked towards the kitchen and whispered, “Onward”. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


